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see things in this light, and seem quite likely to oppose the
expansion of the Japanese in every way possible. They would
much like to see a close alliance of all European peoples who
have an interest in the western Pacific, for the purpose of main-
taining the status quo. If such an alliance could be formed and
could be stabilized, it would no doubt be able to hold Japan in
check for the next half-century ; but I do not believe that it
can be formed, in the first place, or maintained long even if it
can once be formed. British, Australians, Dutch, and Americans
—what have they in common that will hold them steadily vis-£-vis
Japan for the next half-century? . . . The only reasonable
answer to this question must be that they have not enough in
common to hold together for any great length of time.* (Pp. 123-
124.)
People of Japan ! This is the openly expressed opinion
of a fair-minded and well-informed man. What are your
reactions to it ? Those of you that have been under the
impression that Manchuria and Mongolia are Japan's
only hope stand sharply corrected.
But America is not alone in this opinion : it is held by
some people in England herself, as a recent article in the
Tokyo Asahi shows. According to a telegram from The
Times special correspondent at Brisbane, some remarks
made by the Dean of Canterbury at the Guildford Diocesan
Missionary Festival on July 5, 1933, created a sensation in
Australia. The Dean said :
I have great sympathy with Japan, a vast industrial country
seeking an outlet lor her population and still more for her goods.
She sees empty land : the United States struck me as empty
country, so did Australia. I should like to have seen a great
English gesture—and I know it is rank heresy—in presenting to
Japan that part of Australia which we cannot colonize ourselves.
I believe that would change the whole atmosphere of the East.
[The Times, July 7, 1933. Slightly abbreviated in the Japanese.
—Translator.]
Mr. Forgan Smith, Premier of Queensland, is reported
to have described this as both mischievous and dangerous
and as revealing the Dean's ignorance of Australian senti-
ment. Other influential people also denounced the idea.
* English translator's note: The author has slightly abbreviated the
first and last sentences of this quotation, without altering the sense.

